Hello,

I had it four of five times (probably systematically because I test now three time and obtain the error each time).

If you have created the last answer on a forum item and you re-open for edit (because you get new information a short time after you publish it and not major) when you try to save or preview your modified text you can (seems systematic) get the error:

```
Notice: this variable may not be empty: $post%22tread_sort_mode%22
```

This makes impossible to modify your last text (answer).
You need to re-open the item from the forum the proposal "go back" crashes.
After re-open you get the same error, so it is linked to the text edit himself page display (full item re-loaded completely from db).
Comments

Bernard TREMBLAY 07 Jan 10 01:36 GMT-0000
Copy full text, create a new answer, modify and publish.
Very bad because the text is 99% repeated.

Bernard TREMBLAY 07 Jan 10 01:41 GMT-0000
I just test the current community forum
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